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ABSTRACT

Event detection in crowded surveillance videos is a challeng-
ing yet important problem. In this paper, we present our
eSur (Event detection system on SURveillance video) sys-
tem, which is derived from TRECVid’12 surveillance tasks.
Currently, eSur attempts to detect two categories of events:
1) pair-wise events (e.g., PeopleMeet, PeopleSplitUp and
Embrace); 2) action-like events (e.g., ObjectPut, CellToEar,
PersonRuns and Pointing). In eSur system, we first employ
people detection and tracking algorithms to locate target per-
sons in 3D space-time domain. Then the video sequences
in which target persons occur are partitioned into several
spatio-temporal cubes. Visual features (i.e. cubic feature
and MoSIFT) are computed over these cubes. After that, a
sequence learning method, (namely SVM with dynamic time
alignment kernel), is employed to infer the existence of an
event for the video sequence. According to the TRECVid
SED formal evaluation, eSur has yielded fairly encouraging
results on TRECVid’12 dataset.

Index Terms— Event detection, surveillance, sequence
learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, a lot of surveillance cameras are equipped for
public security. Detecting interest events in real surveillance
videos automatically could reduce the burden of human oper-
ators. The TRECVid surveillance event detection (SED) [1]
evaluation campaign is initiated to evaluate systems that can
detect instances of a variety of observable events in the air-
port surveillance domain. Unlike the well controlled labora-
tory environments (e.g. CAVIAR [2] and PETS [3]), scenes
in TRECVid dataset are captured from the Gatwick airport
of London, which are very complex with crowded conditions
and frequent occlusions.

eSur is developed to meet the TRECVid SED require-
ments of automatically discovering predefined events, i.e.,
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(a) PeopleMeet (b) ObjectPut (c) PersonRuns

Fig. 1. Samples of events in TRECVid SED dataset.

retrospective events task of TRECVid SED 2012. People-
Meet, PeopleSplitUp and Embrace are pair-wise events and
indicate interactions between different persons; ObjectPut,
CellToEar, PersonRuns and Pointing are action-like events
and indicate single person’s movements. Some samples of
video events defined in TRECVid SED task are shown in
Fig.1. We apply different methods to each event category.
For pair-wise events, a novel cubic feature is developed to
describe the relationships between different persons. For
action-like events, The MoSIFT [4] feature is employed to
represent the person’s motion and appearance. Meanwhile,
we notice that events usually consist of temporal ordered
movements. Therefore, we regard events as special sequen-
tial patterns occurring over a period of time. Motivated by
the dynamic time warping method used for acoustical signal
processing, we employ the SVM with dynamic time align-
ment kernel to infer the exitance of an event in a given video
sequence.

The eSur system presented in this paper is an upgrad-
ed version of that introduced in [5]. The main differences
with that system presented in [5] are summarized as follows.
First, we target more events. ObjectPut, CellToEar, Person-
Runs and Pointing could be detected using the upgraded eS-
ur system now. Second, we employ the sequence learning
method (SVM with dynamic time alignment kernel) to rec-
ognize sequential patterns in surveillance videos. Third, we
use the multiple kernel learning (MKL) to combine different
descriptors and improve the performance of pair-wise event
detection. Experimental results have proved that the upgrad-
ed eSur system has significant improvements comparing with
the former version presented in [5].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
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Fig. 2. Framework of eSur system.

Section 2, we present eSur system framework. Our event de-
tection approach using sequence learning is described in Sec-
tion 3. Experimental results are given in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. ESUR SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

In our eSur system, we first perform a background subtrac-
tion algorithm [6] to get interest regions (foreground) in each
frame. Then persons’ positions and trajectories are detected
over foreground regions using object detection and tracking
algorithm [7, 8]. We integrate the object detection and track-
ing in one unified method (i.e., ”detection by tracking” and
”tracking by detection”) [9] to give more accurate results. Af-
ter that, the cubic feature and MoSIFT [4] are extracted to rep-
resent appearance, motion and trajectory information of video
sequences. Finally, the SVM with dynamic time alignment k-
ernel is used to recognize predefined events. Framework of
eSur is illustrated in Fig.2.

Cubic feature is a novel feature developed to describe the
relationships between object pairs (two persons). For a video
subsequence in which an object pair coexists, we first parti-
tion it into k (variable) cubes, L (constant, e.g., 10) frames as
one cube. Then statistical trajectory descriptor (i.e., mean dis-
tance one from another, mean relative speed magnitude, mean
overlapped area of objects’ regions) is extracted and spatio-
temporal interest points [10] in target persons’ regions are
detected within each cube. After that we cluster these inter-
est points and generate a histogram descriptor for each cube
according to a visual vocabulary built off-line with training
points. So, the object pair is represented with a sequence of k
trajectory descriptors and a sequence of k BoW descriptors.
Then the trajectory descriptor sequence and BoW descriptor
sequence are fused into a cubic feature using MKL method
[11]. The fused cubic feature is used for pair-wise event de-
tection.

The MoSIFT [4] feature captures local appearance and
motion information in videos by combining histogram of gra-

dients and histogram of optical flow. We extract MoSIFT fea-
tures within interest regions that detected and tracked by the
detection and tracking algorithm. Also, we partition the video
subsequence into k spatio-temporal cubes, and then perform
the bag-of-feature method in each cube to form a sequence of
BoW descriptors. The MoSIFT feature is used for action-like
event detection.

We treat the event detection as a classification problem.
And the one-vs.-all classifier is employed to classify event in-
stances from the others. The SVM with dynamic time align-
ment kernel [12] is used to recognize sequential patterns in
surveillance videos. Furthermore, some rules based on pri-
or knowledge of the events are used to filter false detection-
s. In the post-processing stage, event instances occurring in
an overlapping time span are merged to one detection record,
because only the locations of the events in time domain are
checked in the TRECVid SED formal evaluation and repeat-
ed records increase false alarms.

3. EVENT DETECTION BASED ON SEQUENCE
LEARNING

The pair-wise events (i.e., PeopleMeet, PeopleSplitUp and
Embrace) involve the interaction of at least two persons.
Therefore, the cubic feature is used to describe relationships
between two persons coexisting in the same scene. However,
the action-like events (i.e., ObjectPut, CellToEar, PersonRun-
s and Pointing) are just single person’s special movements,
so the MoSIFT [4] feature is used for detecting this kind of
events. In the training and classification stage, the SVM with
dynamic time alignment kernel is operated over both kinds
of features to infer the happenings of two kinds of events
respectively.

3.1. Sequence Learning

Video events are inherently special sequential patterns. For
example, the ObjectPut event indicates a person walks in-
to the scene, stands still, bends down and puts something
down. The whole process involves a sequence of movements:
walking, standing, bending-down and putting-down. Each
step of movement may last different lengths of time. The se-
quence learning method could align the sequential form fea-
tures dynamically, and recognize sequential patterns regard-
less of each movement’s time duration. Therefore, we first ex-
tract sequential form features by partitioning video sequence
into spatio-temporal cubes and computing descriptors over
these cubes. Then the SVM with dynamic time alignment
kernel [12] is employed to detect both kinds of events.

Given two sequences of descriptors, X = (x1,x2, ...,xk)
and V = (v1,v2, ...,vm), the dynamic time alignment kernel
is able to find the optimal warping path that maximize the
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accumulated similarity between them.

Ks(X,V ) = max
ψ,θ

1

Wψθ

N∑
i=1

w(i)K(xψ(i),vθ(i)) (1)

subject to

1 ≤ ψ(i) ≤ ψ(i+ 1) ≤ |X|, ψ(i+ 1)− ψ(i) ≤ Q

1 ≤ θ(i) ≤ θ(i+ 1) ≤ |V |, θ(i+ 1)− θ(i) ≤ Q

where Q is a constant constraining the local continuity, ψ
and θ stand for a warping path, N is the length of the
warping path, w(i) is a nonnegative weighting coefficien-
t, Wψθ =

∑N
i w(i) is a path normalizing factor, and

K(xψ(i),vθ(i)) = exp(−γ||xψ(i) − vθ(i)||2), that is Ra-
dial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. We set w(i) = 1, so
Wψ,θ = N . Sequence learning method exploits not only
the discrete information from individual descriptor, but also
the sequence and correlation information among successive
descriptors.

3.2. Pair-wise event detection

Statistical trajectory descriptor is developed to describe the
relationships of two persons. Let Am = [a1, ..., ai, ..., aT ]
and Bn = [b1, ..., bi, ..., bT ] be motion trajectories of objects
m and n, where ai and bi are tuples (x,y) of the object co-
ordinates in 2D image plane at time i, and m, n are object-
s’ identifiers. To represent the relationships of the objects
in each cube, and remove the influences of occasional error
caused by detection and tracking, statistical data is employed,
such as mean distance one from another, mean relative speed
magnitude, mean overlapped area of objects’ regions. Mean-
while, the difference of these statistical data between current
and next cubes is important as well. Therefore, trajectory de-
scriptor of kth cube is extracted as follows:

TDk = {ckdis, cksp, ckov, dckdis, dcksp, dckov} (2)

where ckdis, c
k
sp and ckov is mean distance, mean relative speed

magnitude and mean overlapped area within kth cube respec-
tively, and 

dckdis = ck+1
dis − c

k
dis

dcksp = ck+1
sp − cksp

dckov = ck+1
ov − ckov

(3)

Cubic feature is used for detecting pair-wise events. The
cubic feature includes a sequence of statistical trajectory de-
scriptors and a sequence of BoW descriptors, expressed as
X∗ = [XTr, XB ]. Here, XTr = (xTr1 ,xTr2 , ...,xTrk ) is a
sequence of statistical trajectory descriptors extracted from
spatio-temporal cubes, and XB = (xB1 ,x

B
2 , ...,x

B
k ) is a se-

quence of BoW interest point [10] descriptors. We combine
the two sequences together using MKL learning method. As-
sume that we have two cubic features X∗ = [XTr, XB ] and

V ∗ = [V Tr, V B ]. The sequence kernel with MKL feature
fusion used for cubic feature is defined as follows.

K∗
s (X

∗, V ∗) = βTrKs(X
Tr, V Tr) + βBKs(X

B , V B)

= βTr max
ψTr,θTr

1

N

N∑
i=1

K(xTrψTr(i),v
Tr
θTr(i))

+ βB max
ψB ,θB

1

M

M∑
i=1

K(xBψB(i),v
B
θB(i))

(4)

where Ks is the Dynamic Time Alignment Kernel (DTAK)
[12], K is RBF kernel, βTr and βB are optimal combina-
tion parameters obtained in feature fusion step, (ψTr, θTr)
and (ψB , θB) are warping paths of descriptor sequence pairs
(XTr, V Tr) and (XB , V B), N and M are lengths of the warp-
ing paths.

We first labeled a training set for each type of event, and
partition the training samples into two folds. Then the MK-
L [13] learning method is applied to get the optimal com-
bination parameters (βTr, βB) over the two folds of sam-
ples. Using the optimal combination parameters, the classi-
fication hyperplane is decided and then used to classify un-
known surveillance videos. Meanwhile, some rules based on
prior knowledge of the pair-wise events are used to filter false
detections. For PeopleMeet, Embrace and PeopleSplitUp, we
define a contacting threshold Ct. Two persons having a meet
(or) embrace, their mean distances from each other in spatio-
temporal cubes must change from larger than Ct to smaller
than Ct. For PeopleSplitUp, the rule is opposite, the mean
distances change from smaller than Ct to larger than Ct. Ct
is decided by the labeled training samples.

3.3. Action-like event detection

The MoSIFT feature is used for detecting single actor’s
action-like events. Also, we apply the SVM with dynam-
ic time alignment kernel on MoSIFT features to find interest
actions. To locate the precise range of time during which the
events happened, we employ a slide window of W (e.g.,50)
frames (in temporal domain) over an video clip bounded by
the actor’s region and existing time. Spatio-temporal cubes
are acquired from videos sequence in the slide window. And
then sequential features are constructed by computing a bag-
of-features descriptor within each cube and concatenating
these descriptors together.

We train a one-vs.-all classifier based on SVM with dy-
namic time alignment kernel for each type of action-like even-
t. Also, some rules are used to improve the detection accura-
cy. For ObjectPut, a short period of downward optical flow
should exist on the target person, which indicates the put-
down action. As for CellToEar and Pointing, upward optical
flow must be observed which indicates the raise-hand action.
As for PersonRuns, running persons have a larger velocity
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than others. We define a speed threshold St for PersonRun-
s, and prune those persons whose average speed is smaller
than St from the positive set. St is obtained from the labeled
training set using statistical method.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use the Normalized Detection Cost Rate (NDCR) [1] as
primary evaluation measure, which is the same with NIST
formal evaluation. NDCR is a weighted linear combination of
the system’s Missed Detection Probability (PMiss) and False
Alarm Rate (RFA) (measured per unit time).

NDCR(S,E) = PMiss(S,E) +Beta ∗RFA(S,E) (5)

where S is the evaluated system, E is the interest event and
Beta is a constant value (default: 0.005). A smaller NDCR
means better performance.

As listed in Table 1, our results of all events on TRECVid
2008 dataset outperform the reported best results of TRECVid
2008. Moreover, the upgraded eSur system obtains superior
results on PeopleMeet, Embrace, PeopleSplitUp and Person-
Runs over its former version [5]. The improvements are -
0.345, -0.256, -1.041 and -0.279 respectively for four kinds of
events. Comparing with the former version, the main updates
of eSur system include: 1)sequential feature computation by
partitioning video sequence into spatio-temporal cubes; 2)se-
quence learning using SVM with dynamic time alignment k-
ernel. For event instances consist of temporal ordered mo-
tions, sequential feature is more informative by introducing
temporal order information of movements. The dynamic time
alignment kernel could align visual features according to sim-
ilarity maximization principle (Eq.1). It is very effective in
recognizing sequential patterns. Experimental results have
proved that the sequence learning method significantly ben-
efit the detection performance of eSur system.

Comparison results reported in TRECVid’12 SED formal
evaluation are shown in Table 2. It is indicated that our re-
sults of PeopleMeet, ObjectPut, CellToEar and Pointing are
encouraging, slightly better than some excellent teams (i.e.,
CMU-IBM and MediaCCN). However, for Embrace, People-
SplitUp and PersonRuns, our results are inferior to the re-
sults reported by CMU-IBM. CMU-IBM team also uses the
MoSIFT feature. However, they employ a bigram model of
video code words based on tf-idf weight (term frequency-
inverse document frequency) which is common in informa-
tion retrieval and text classification. The bigram model ob-
tains good results for detecting Emrace, PeopleSplitUp and
PersonRuns. However, our sequence learning method still
shows effectiveness comparing with the bigram model. Be-
cause, we employ MoSIFT feature only for detecting four
kinds of events (i.e., ObjectPut, CellToEar, PersonRuns and
Pointing). And using sequence learning, we get slightly bet-
ter results on three of them (i.e., ObjectOut, CellToEar and
Pointing).

Table 1. Comparison results with other methods on TRECVid
2008 data corpus using NDCR measure.

Event Best 2008 Wang [5] Ours
PeopleMeet 1.337 1.245 0.980
Embrace 1.271 1.208 0.952
PeopleSplitUp 4.856 1.976 0.935
ObjectPut 1.004 N/A 0.996
CellToEar 0.999 N/A 0.962
PersonRuns 0.989 1.249 0.970
Pointing 1.080 N/A 0.964

Table 2. Comparison results with other methods in TRECVid
2012 SED tasks using NDCR measure.

Event CMU-IBM MediaCCN Ours
PeopleMeet 1.036 1.008 0.980
Embrace 0.800 0.955 0.951
PeopleSplitUp 0.843 0.984 0.978
ObjectPut 1.004 1.016 0.998
CellToEar N/A 1.009 1.004
PersonRuns 0.835 0.970 0.975
Pointing 1.018 1.090 0.994

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a system based on sequence learn-
ing for event detection in surveillance videos. In our system,
we extract sequential features by partitioning video sequences
into spatio-temporal cubes and constructing visual descrip-
tors within each cube. Furthermore, a sequence discriminant
learning method (SVM with dynamic time alignment kernel)
is used for detecting pair-wise and action-like events. Ex-
perimental results have shown that the presented eSur system
is effective in detecting video events in real-world complex
surveillance scenes. According to the TRECVid’12 formal e-
valuation, the presented eSur system obtains encouraging re-
sults comparing with several well-known methods in the lit-
erature.
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